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If you had a magic wand, if
the power of the magic wand
was to make everything
‘happen’, what would your
wish be?

Magic Wand

Let us have a session, where
you tell me about a desire
that you have, that would
delight you like no one’s
business.

What would happen to the
world if all our desires are
met ‘immediately’?

The law of life says, “In life you will NOT
get what you desire...”

Why so?

What is the meaning of Success to you?
It is making someone who believes in you

 look  Brilliant! 



How many of us can say we are masters to our
thoughts. In other words, how many of us can say,
unwanted thoughts do not come to us at all?”

The Thoughts

You are travelling

Do you have thoughts
that someone will steal
away your cash?

Do you sometimes have
thoughts that you will
meet with an accident?
And that you might die?

You are carrying a little excess cash



You are in an adventure park in that giant wheel

You are having a close relationship

You work in a company

Do you have thoughts that
you might loss an important
customer?

Do you have thoughts that
you ‘might’ lose your job?

You have your own business

Do you have thoughts that
misunderstandings might
break your relationship?

Do you have thoughts that
you might loss an important
customer?



I truly enjoy your company

“Me too.”

I think what we have is more
than just friendship.

##_-@!....$

(Oh my gosh. What
have I done? I shouldn’t

have said it. Shit...)

Idiot!

You like someone



Imagine if all of these thoughts become real, what
kind of a life will it be?

To ensure there is balance in the world, to ensure
we all are sane, to make life in our favor, there is a
law of existence.

Life qualifies us by watching are we doing what is
necessary to DESERVE what we desire. The teacher
gives me marks based on what we deserve.
Sometimes, an overworked teacher may make a
mistake. Life NEVER makes a mistake.

The law says,
"In Life you do not get what you DESIRE"

 
Life asks this question,

“Do you truly DESERVE it?”

How does Life qualify what it wants from us to
give us what we want?

How to  know if I do this,  life will give me what
I want?



The magic mantra for Alibaba in
the story Alibaba and the 40
thieves was, “Khul Ja Sim Sim”.
Similarly, there is a magic mantra
that transforms our desires into
something that we DESERVE.

The magic mantra has 4 words...

KHUL JA SIM SIM

EFFORTSEFFORTS

Health
Exams
Eating and ice cream
Sleeping

I have to take the
efforts. No one else can
do it for me.



SELF DRIVENSELF DRIVEN
Kick Start VS Button
Start

Sustain - If it is not self
motivated, we give up at
the first obstacle. We do
not give our 100%. We
don't enjoy.

Will do more than what the teacher expects.
Will meet the teachers expectations.
Will do less than the teachers expectations.

Efforts that are required not efforts that I am
capable of. Not enough for you to give your 100%.
Maybe your 500% is required. Won’t be happy with
doing my best but doing whatever it takes.

Between what we DO and what we CAN DO, all
our issues can be solved.

There are three kinds of students.

Which category do you belong to?



REFINEDREFINED
You are not scared of
failures, when you are 
 confident you will learn
and improve.

You can laugh at
yourself and be
immune from hurt

Cycling

Heart has to beat
consistently.

TOP corporates would
prefer candidates who
have performed
consistently.

Consistency creates habit. Habit becomes
nature. Habit is the place where we stay.

Habitat means - the place we stay.



EFFORTSEFFORTS

SELF DRIVENSELF DRIVEN

REFINEDREFINED

CONSISTENCYCONSISTENCY



One place in life where all of us put CRSE?

Marble of the floor vs marble of the idol.

Dare to cut one mark.

       Toilet

Write down one desire of your life
where you will implement - CRSE

CONCLUSION



If you were hesitating earlier thinking how will I do
BIG things... Today, you have the mantra to get it
done.

Write your CRSE

Submit it to 7741085000

Get a Certificate 

TATTOO
BRAIN


